We demonstrate a scheme for optical cycling in the polar, diatomic molecule strontium monofluoride (SrF) using the X 2 Σ + → A 2 Π 1/2 electronic transition. SrF's highly diagonal Franck-Condon factors suppress vibrational branching. We eliminate rotational branching by employing a quasicycling N = 1 → N ′ = 0 type transition in conjunction with magnetic field remixing of dark Zeeman sublevels. We observe cycling fluorescence and deflection through radiative force of an SrF molecular beam using this scheme. With straightforward improvements our scheme promises to allow more than 10 5 photon scatters, possibly enabling the direct laser cooling of SrF. [5, 6, 7] , as qubits in a quantum computer [8] , and for studying ultracold chemistry [9, 10] . Currently the best technique for creating ultracold molecules relies on their assembly from preexisting ultracold atoms [11, 12] , and recent experiments have produced ground state polar molecules near quantum degeneracy [12] . Unfortunately only bialkali molecules have been produced this way and the number of molecules created is fairly small (∼ 10 4 ) [12] . There is substantial interest in developing techniques for direct cooling of molecules, enabling use of species with different structures (e.g. unpaired electron spins, which are important for several proposed applications [2, 4, 6, 13]), and possibly also much larger samples. Molecules have been directly cooled using a cryogenic buffer gas [14] or via supersonic expansion followed by beam deceleration [15] , but so far the temperature reached with these techniques is limited to ∼ 10 mK.
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Recently there has been substantial interest in ground state ultracold ( 1 mK) polar molecules, which have possible applications to a wide range of topics [1] . Samples of ultracold molecules could prove tremendously valuable for tests of fundamental symmetries [2, 3, 4] , for simulation of solid state systems [5, 6, 7] , as qubits in a quantum computer [8] , and for studying ultracold chemistry [9, 10] . Currently the best technique for creating ultracold molecules relies on their assembly from preexisting ultracold atoms [11, 12] , and recent experiments have produced ground state polar molecules near quantum degeneracy [12] . Unfortunately only bialkali molecules have been produced this way and the number of molecules created is fairly small (∼ 10 4 ) [12] . There is substantial interest in developing techniques for direct cooling of molecules, enabling use of species with different structures (e.g. unpaired electron spins, which are important for several proposed applications [2, 4, 6, 13] ), and possibly also much larger samples. Molecules have been directly cooled using a cryogenic buffer gas [14] or via supersonic expansion followed by beam deceleration [15] , but so far the temperature reached with these techniques is limited to ∼ 10 mK.
The prospect of direct laser cooling of molecules is attractive because large numbers could in principle be obtained for new types of species at ultracold temperatures. Unfortunately, molecules possess rotational and vibrational degrees of freedom resulting in decays to unwanted sublevels, so finding the closed cycling transitions required for laser cooling is a challenge. However, recent proposals have shown that certain molecules may be amenable to laser cooling because their Franck-Condon factors (FCFs) suppress decays to excited vibrational states [16, 17] . Furthermore Stuhl et al. pointed out that a F = 1 → F ′ = 0 type transition eliminates decays to all but the initial F = 1 state [17] . (We use N , v, I, S, F , M , and P as the rotational, vibrational, nuclear spin, electronic spin, total angular momentum, Zeeman, and parity quantum numbers respectively.) In this scheme dark Zeeman levels in the ground state must be remixed to obtain optical cycling [17, 18] . Here we propose and demonstrate a scheme for optical cycling that uses the X 2 Σ + 1/2 → A 2 Π 1/2 electronic transition in the molecule SrF. This transition has the required highly diagonal FCFs. Use of a P branch N = 1 → N ′ = 0 type rotational transition eliminates rotational branching, while a magnetic field remixes the dark Zeeman sublevels. The X(N = 1) state of SrF has four hyperfine structure (HFS) levels, so we outline a technique for simultaneously addressing all of these levels using a single laser. We apply this scheme to a cryogenic helium-cooled molecular beam of SrF, and observe both cycling fluorescence and deflection of the beam by radiative force. With only one main pump laser and one vibrational repump laser, our observations correspond to the scattering of ∼ 150 photons from each SrF molecule. These results suggest that addition of a second vibrational repump laser should allow more than 10 5 photon scattering events, given sufficient interaction time. This would be sufficient to enable the direct laser cooling of SrF.
The electronic, vibrational, and rotational structure of SrF [19] make it attractive for potential laser cooling. The first electronically excited state A 2 Π 1/2 has lifetime τ = 24 ns (natural width Γ n = 2π × 7 MHz) [20] and can only radiatively decay back to the ground
state [21] . SrF's ground state dipole moment of µ = 3.5 D [22] and unpaired electron spin also make it useful for several of the previously mentioned applications. We have calculated FCFs for the
transition using a Morse potential derived from molecular constants [19, 23, 24] . As shown in Fig. 1 , the branching to v ≥ 3 states is f 03 + < 10 + state, projection onto the Hund's case b basis shows that N is well-defined. As shown in Fig. 2a , the ground state of SrF has both spinrotation (S = 1/2) and HFS (I = 1/2) interactions which split the N = 1 level into four components [26] . HFS is unresolved in the A 2 Π 1/2 states [27] . The HFS interaction is not diagonal in either N or J, so dipole selection rules require only that ∆F = 0, ±1 and ∆P = ±1. Transitions from any individual N = 1 HFS level then result in population distributed over the other three HFS levels, so all four HFS levels must be pumped simultaneously. The parity selection rule prevents decay from A(J = 1/2 + ) state to any of the X(N = 0, 2) levels. HFS mixing between the X(N = 3, F = 2) and (N = 1, F = 2) states, or between the A(J = 1/2, F = 1) and (J = 3/2, F = 1) states allows decays to the X (N = 3) states with small branching ratio η. η can be estimated using second-order perturbation theory, and in both cases η 10 −6 . Decays to all other rotational levels are forbidden due to the ∆F selection rules.
Conveniently, each X(N = 1) HFS level of SrF can be pumped using a single laser and an electro-optic modulator (EOM). As shown in Fig. 2b , a laser of frequency f o , passing through an EOM phase modulated at 42.5 MHz with a modulation index of m = 2.6, produces a laser spectrum that nearly matches all four X(N = 1) → A(J = 1/2) transitions. For a laser tuned as shown in sublevels. For instance, if a z-polarized laser is used to drive the X→A transitions, then the X(N = 1, F = 2, M = ±2) sublevels are dark. Due to HFS interactions, we calculate that only 3 photons can be scattered on average before molecules are pumped into dark states, terminating the cycling. Because the X state has a magnetic moment of µ ∼ µ B = 1.4 MHz/Gauss, a magnetic field of a few Gauss at an angle 0 < θ B < 90
• relative to the laser polarization can remix these levels back into the cycle [18, 28] . The remixing rate is limited to a few MHz to avoid broadening the molecular transitions and hence reducing the photon scattering rate. With sufficient Zeeman mixing our scheme will only be limited by decays to higher vibrational levels, so scattering more than 10 5 photons should be possible.
We implement our cycling scheme using a cryogenic buffer-gas cooled molecular beam of SrF [29] . A copper cell (2.5×2.5×2.5 cm) is attached to the 4K surface of a liquid helium-cooled cryostat held under vacuum at ∼ 1 × 10 −6 torr. 4 K He buffer gas flows continuously into the cell, leading to a steady state density of ∼ 10 15 cm −3 . To create SrF we ablate a solid, pressed, SrF 2 target located inside the cell using 5 ns, ∼20 mJ pulses of 1064 nm light from a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser typically operating at 1 Hz. After sufficient collisions with the buffer gas, the SrF molecules thermalize to ∼ 4 K. To form a beam, an exit aperture of radius 3 mm is placed on the face of the cell through which a mixture of He and SrF escape. The density of He is large enough that the both the extraction efficiency and forward velocity are hydrodynamically enhanced [29, 30] . By measuring The beam passes through a 6 mm diameter hole in a coconut charcoal-covered 4K copper plate, 2.5 cm from the cell. This plate acts as an absorptive skimmer limiting He flow into the rest of the apparatus [31] . The beam then exits the cryostat and passes through a 1.5×3 mm slit which collimates the beam transversely to ∆v ⊥ ≃ 3 m/s. The room temperature experimental apparatus consists of a pump and a probe region, separated by D = 12.5 cm. The pump region is defined by two pairs of orthogonal 4 cm diameter Helmholtz coils used to add a magnetic field B, and a 3 cm clear aperture which gives optical access to the SrF beam. The main v 00 pump and v 10 repump lasers have linear polarization, 42.5 MHz sidebands shown in Fig. 2b , diameters of 1.1 mm (FWHM), and powers of 50 and 60 mW respectively. They are spatially overlapped before passing through the pump region along the 3 mm axis of the slit. The laser beams are reflected around a circular path for a total of 8 passes through the molecular beam, all originating from the same direction. This results in in l 0 = 0.9 cm and t 0 = v || /l 0 = 44 µs of interaction length and time. Laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) from the v 00 transition is monitored in the pump region using a photomultiplier tube. The position of the SrF beam in the probe region is determined by imaging LIF from the X(N = 1) → A(J = 1/2) transition onto an intensified CCD camera. A "cleanup" v 10 laser is introduced between pump and probe regions, to return any residual population in the X(v = 1) state back to the X(v = 0) state. Both probe and cleanup lasers have 42.5 MHz sidebands to maximize the LIF, are retroreflected to eliminate artificial Doppler shifts, and are linearly polarized. In Fig. 3 we show LIF from the main pump transition in the interaction region. The addition of B = 7 G (oriented at angle θ B = 30
• relative to the linear laser polarization) increases the LIF by a factor of 3.5. We find that the magnitude of the LIF signal does not depend strongly on the magnitude or direction of B, as long as B 3G and θ B = 0, 90
• . Assuming complete remixing of the dark Zeeman states, each molecule should scatter N 00 ∼ 1 f10 photons. In a separate experiment, we determined f 10 from absorption spectroscopy on the X(v = 1, N = 1)→ A (v ′ = 1, 0) transitions in the buffer cell. From the ratio of observed transition strengths, and using the calculated value f 11 = 0.95 (Fig. 1) , we determined f 10 = 0.021±.005 and correspondingly N 00 = 48, in good agreement with our calculations. The LIF enhancement on application of B indicates that ∼ 48/3.5 = 14 photons are scattered when no B-field is applied. Although for B = 0 we expect only 3 photon scatters before pumping into a dark Zeeman sublevel, the earth's Bfield (not canceled in our measurements) is sufficient to account for our observations.
The addition of the v 10 repump laser further increases the LIF by a factor of 3.5, indicating a total of number of photons scattered: N scat ≈ 170. This represents a significant radiative force on the molecules and, as shown in Fig. 4 , results in a substantial deflection of the SrF beam. The unperturbed SrF beam is approximately 6 mm wide in the probe region as the result of the colli-mating slit. The addition of the v 00 and v 10 lasers causes a shift in position by ∼ 0.5 mm while the width remains ∼ 6 mm. We also show the LIF signal in the probe region without the v 10 repump or cleanup lasers. Here only 5% of the molecules remain in the X(v = 0) state. The addition of the v 10 lasers recovers 90% of LIF signal, indicating nearly complete pumping to and repumping from the X(v = 1) state. The remaining 10% loss is in reasonable agreement with the expected loss of ∼ 6% of the population to the X(v = 2) level (not repumped in this experiment) after 170 photons are scattered.
We independently determine N scat from the observed deflection. Each scattered photon changes the transverse velocity by the photon recoil velocity v r = /M λ = 5. We also measured the deflection as a function of t 0 , as shown in the inset in Fig. 4 . By varying the number of passes in the pump region, we change t 0 from 0 to 44 µs in eight 5.5 µs increments. These data clearly show a linear increase for N scat versus t 0 . Fitting the linear dependence yields a scattering rate Γ scat = 3 MHz. We can compare this to the scattering rate expected as- 6 s −1 . We find Γ scat ≃ Γ max /2, indicating that all transitions are not saturated. We believe this may be due to the ∼ 10 MHz detuning from the X F = 0 transition.
Given the clear evidence for both optical cycling and radiative force in SrF, we believe it should be possible to apply these techniques to the laser cooling of SrF. The combination of detuning the laser frequencies below resonance for all HFS lines, retroreflecting the v 00 and v 10 lasers, and applying them over sufficient interaction length should result in large transverse cooling forces. Furthermore, counterpropagating the lasers relative to the SrF beam with a suitable frequency chirp should bring the beam to a stop, as needed for loading into a trap, after scattering N stop ≃ v || vr = 3.6×10
4 photons. Finally, we speculate about constructing a magnetooptical trap (MOT) for SrF. A B-field alone cannot be at the proper angle to the 3 MOT lasers simultaneously, so another technique for remixing dark Zeeman sublevels must be used. Stuhl et al. proposed using weak DC electric field pulses in polar molecules with closely spaced Ω-doublets [17] . A more general technique for remixing the dark states in polar molecules (not relying on Ω-doublet substructure) is to apply a microwave field, polarized perpendicular to the local MOT magnetic field, at the X N = 1 → N ′ = 0 transition frequency. In such a microwave-remixed MOT (MR-MOT), the bright and dark N = 1 states mix via the N = 0 levels. For SrF, the rotational splitting of this transition is 15.0 GHz, and microwave field intensities of only 0.1 W/cm 2 are sufficient to generate remixing frequencies of a few MHz.
In conclusion, we report on the demonstration of optical cycling resulting in radiative force in a diatomic molecule. Our results are consistent with the scattering of ∼ 150 photons, limited only by the finite interaction time with the lasers. These results suggest a clear path to direct laser cooling of SrF or other species with similar structure.
